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Customer Defect
SisteOppdatering is no longer returned by the web service EPJ API. Note that KreverOppmerksomhet and
UkjentPasientXxxId are both always returned by the web service since the autogenerated data contract for
the service contains both fields as required.
[ RENO-14299 (Bug 162812), Resolved, Bug 162812: Reopened: LesPasientStatus returns SisteOppdatering via the Webservice
for an "empty" patient ]

Linking paper delivery received from KJ to a double signed reg-i-lib no longer throws an error
[ RENO-14298 (Bug 149742), Resolved, Bug 149742: Reopened: Link paper delivery received from KJ does not become draft,
and throws error when link after undo ]

LesPasientStatus should no longer return "krever oppmerksomhet" as true for stopped local registrations nor
for items stopped in the future.
[ RENO-14297 (Bug 161568), Resolved, Bug 161568: Reopened: LesPasientStatus returns "KreverOppmerksomhet" = true even
though everything is handled ]

Defect
Fix generated dssn text for AK-journal to be "Doseres etter AK journal" as the the default text.
[ RENO-14305, Resolved, Dssn text generated for AK-journal is no longer "Doseres etter AK-journal" ]

RF lookup information is now processed (samstemming will open) if KJ lookup fails due to a healthcare
professional being blocked on a combined RF/KJ lookup
[ RENO-14301, Resolved, RF lookup isn't fully processed if KJ lookup fails due to a healthcare professional being blocked ]

Users other than doctors need "create draft" privilege to be able to create helfo applications.
[ RENO-14087, Resolved, A user without draft registration privilege can create helfo application drafts ]

When the FM does an automatic combined lookup (KJ and RF) CAVE "samstemming" should only be shown
when necessary.
[ RENO-14079, Resolved, CAVE samstemming keeps opening up after simultaneous RF/KJ lookups in LIB-ansvarlig installation ]

